It would be interesting to compare a., with some other well-known cardinal invariants of the continuum (see [10] ). For example, we consider the following cardinals,
(1) a is the least A such that there exists an infinite maximal almost disjoint family of V(co) with the size A; and (2) D is the least A of a dominating family in (wco, <*) with size A.
In [14] , we proved the following result. THEOREM 
Let M F (ZFC + CH). There is a maximal cofinitary group G < Sym (co) of size co, in M such that for any Cohen generic H over M, G remains a maximal cofinitary group in M[H].
It is an easy corollary of Theorem 1.7 that it is consistent with ZFC that a = a. = co, <0D = 2w.
Notice that ag. looks similar to a and lots of well-known results about a can also be proved for ag. (see [11] and [13] ). In this paper, we are interested in finding the difference between a and ag. We want to consider the following questions. QUESTION 1.8. Can we separate a from ag? QUESTION 1.9. Is it consistent that 0 < ag? Note. The consistency of D < a is one of the main unsolved problems in the area of cardinal invariants of the continuum.
To answer these questions 1.8 and 1.9, we shall construct two different forcing models. In section 2, we sketch a proof of the consistency of a = co, < ag = D = es = 2w, where es can be any regular cardinal. In section 3, we give a detailed proof of the consistency of a-D = col < ag = 0)2 = 2w.
The set-theoretic notation used is standard (see either [5] or [4] ). If EP is a notion of forcing and p, q C P, then q < p means that q is stronger than p. M (or, V) always denotes a countable transitive model of large enough fragment of ZFC.
?2. The consistency of a < a.g = D. In this section, we shall force with a c.cc. partially ordered set G, which is defined in Definition 2. 1, over a ground model M such that M F (ZFC + GCH). We shall prove that it is consistent with ZFC that a = co I < a.g D = 2' = Es, where E, can be any regular cardinal such that Es ?> a0.
We first define several concepts as follows:
Let Fpf (a) = {f C Sym(co) I f is fixed point free}.
We define that f g iff If n g I = co.
Note. The relation is not an equivalence relation. By a very complicated argument, we can prove that Dn and En are dense in G for any n C co (for details see [14] ). Thus by a standard density argument, we know that the following lemma holds. Let M F (ZFC + GCH). We proceed with a system of iterated forcing of length es with finite support as follows:
Define Gc, for ao < e, as follows: 
It is easy to see that M[H,j I e = c= 2=
The following lemma is crucial for proving that a < ast. Define w (x, 5) to be a form of words, where 5 = (yiy, y,) stands as variables which can be substituted for any n-tuple g = (g1, Xg) of fixed point free permutations in (Fpf (w) The claim, however, tells us that A is not a maximal antichain, which is a contradiction. Hence, the lemma is proved. The model in which the above holds will be constructed using countable support iteration of proper cow-bounding forcing adding generically a permutation which can be adjoined to any ground model cofinitary group maintaining that the generated group would still be cofinitary. Finally we will show that there is a maximal almost disjoint family in the ground model indestructible by the iteration.
3.1. Combinatorics. We introduce the basic combinatorial tools used in the forcing construction. Let k < n < mn be positive integers and let f: kn be a one-to-one function. We shall use the following notation: S(f, n, m) = {g : nilf C g.g one-to-onek C rang(g)}.
The A partial order IP satisfies Axiom A if there is a sequence { < ,: n e co} of orderings on IP such that (1) p <0 q if p < q for every p,q eE P (2) p <?n+l q >p <? q for all p, q e P (3) If fPn : n e co} is such that Vn Pn+1 ?<n Pn then 3p e P IVn e CO p <n pn (4) VW a maximal antichain in IP, Vp e IP and Vn e co 3q <n p such that {r e s: r is compatible with q} is countable.
A forcing IP is co-bounding if for every IP-name -c and every p E IP such that p H-" -co " there is a q < p and there is a g E coC such that q IF-"-c < g". It is well known that every forcing satisfying Axiom A is proper and that a countable support iteration of proper co-bounding forcings is co-bounding (see [7] ). PROOF. The fact that P is a non-trivial forcing follows immediately from Lemma 3.7. For the rest of the proof we shall utilize the following:
CLAIM. Let -c be a P-name, p e P such that p 1F " e V" and n e o. Then there is a p' <?n p and F afinite set such that p' IF " E F".
Using the Claim and Lemma 3.8 it is easy to see that P indeed satisfies Axiom A. The condition (4) even holds in a stronger sense since, for every antichain W and p e P there is a p' <n p such that {q e W : q is compatible with p'} is finite.
To show that IP is co-bounding let -and p be such that p IF "-is a function from co to co". Construct a sequence {pn: n e co} and a sequence {Fn n c co} such that (1) Po ? P (2) Pn+1 <n Pn and (3) Pn I-"T(n) e Fn Let p be the fusion of the sequence and g e coY@ is defined by g(n) = max(Fn n c). From the construction it is obvious that p' e P. This contradicts, however, the fact that the set {qeP:Ie V qIF"P A"} is dense in P.
Fix k e co such that Vt e p: It > k p Op(t) > n. The fact that such a k exists follows immediately from the definition of P. Define p' C p as follows:
(1) Vt e p: ItI < k ? t e p' (co), the group G * (7r) is cofinitary. PROOF. For every n e co is the set of p e P with stem t such that n C dom(U t) n rang(U t) dense. Therefore T is indeed a permutation.
If G * (7c) was not cofinitary then there would be a reduced A-word w such that B (w) C G and E (7, We will call Seq(P) the set of all finite sequences t such that dom(t) e co, t (O): n (O) ) n (l) and t (i + 1) c S (t(i), n (i + 1), n (i + 2)). Seqn (P) will denote the set of sequences in Seq (P) of length n. For p e P and s e Seq (P) we let Ps = {t e p: t C s or s C t}. Notice that ps e P if and only ifs e p. P, denotes a countable support iteration of P of length a. In order for this to be well defined notice that the conclusion of Lemma 3.7 is finitary, hence absolute. A version of the Fusion Lemma will be needed also for P. If p, q Et P,, n e co and Let a* be a countable set of ordinals we define Pa * as a countable support iteration of P with domain a *. Pa* is isomorphic to P,3 where 3 is the order type of a *. Even though in general it is not obvious that every condition in Pa* can be viewed as a condition in P29, it is obviously so for continuous ones. Since the set of continuous conditions is dense and closed under fusion we can (and will) from now on assume that all conditions mentioned are continuous. -1
